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Roland Announces E-X50 Arranger Keyboard 

Entertainment Keyboard with Premium Roland Piano Sounds,  
Automatic Accompaniment, Built-in Speakers, a Microphone Input,  

and Onboard Bluetooth® Audio 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Hamamatsu, Japan, June 14, 2022 — Roland announces the E-X50 Arranger Keyboard, a 
powerful new entertainment instrument for home or stage use. Offering a diverse range of high-
quality sounds—including premium Roland pianos—plus automatic accompaniment features, a 
microphone input, onboard Bluetooth® audio, and more, the E-X50 is ideal for everyone from 
beginners and hobbyists to professionals looking for an all-in-one performance keyboard. 

The E-X50’s stylish, modern design flows nicely into contemporary living spaces, while the full-range 
stereo speaker system fills the room with big, enveloping sound. With the intuitive display and 
smartly organized panel, users can freely navigate the E-X50’s many features with zero frustration. 

The E-X50 comes equipped with premium Roland acoustic pianos favored by the world’s top 
musicians, providing authentic tone and expressive response that follows every playing nuance. 
Nearly 700 additional sounds are also available for exploring other styles, from electric pianos, 
organs, and guitars to orchestral instruments, synthesizers, and more. And like all Roland arrangers, 
the E-X50 offers a vast selection of high-quality regional sounds from all over the world.  

With the E-X50’s sophisticated auto-accompaniment features, players can command a full band 
sound with their left hand as they play along with the right. The 300 preset styles include everything 
from rock, pop, and jazz to ballads, dance music, and traditional styles from different countries. 
Beginners will love Auto Bass Chord mode, which allows them to drive arrangements with one or 
two fingers. Whole mode is well-suited for advanced keyboardists, providing the ability to control the 
accompaniment even more deeply with full left-hand chords. 
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It’s easy to further extend musical enjoyment with the E-X50 by connecting a phone or tablet via 
Bluetooth® audio. Users can stream and play along with songs through the onboard speakers or 
learn new techniques by working through the wealth of instructional videos on the web. 

The E-X50 also supports vocal performances with the rear-panel microphone input, complete with 
ambience effects for a professional sound. And for more sound coverage while entertaining larger 
crowds, stereo outputs are available for connecting to an external audio system. There’s also a USB 
port for interfacing with favorite music software, plus a USB memory port for backing up sound 
setups and E-X50 recordings to a USB flash drive. 

For advanced players who need even more control over their arrangements, Style Converter 
software for macOS and Windows offers the ability to load up to 30 custom styles into the E-X50’s 
memory. It’s also possible to adjust scales, tuning, and other parameters to personalize the 
keyboard for different performance needs. 

 

For more information, visit Roland.com. 
 

--------- 
 
About Roland Corporation 
For over 50 years, Roland’s innovative electronic musical instruments and multimedia products have fueled 
inspiration in artists and creators around the world. Embraced by hobbyists and professionals alike, the 
company’s trendsetting gear spans multiple categories, from pianos, synthesizers, guitar products, and 
electronic percussion to DJ controllers, audio/video solutions, livestreaming products, and more. As 
technology evolves, Roland continues to lead the way for gigging musicians, producers, and beatmakers, 
providing modern software-based solutions and seamless creative workflows between hardware products, 
computers, and mobile devices. For more information, visit Roland.com. 
 
Company names and product names appearing in this document are registered trademarks or trademarks of 
their respective owners. 
 
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of 
such marks by Roland is under license. 
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